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Layton, Foley, and Williams (CA 32:255–74) are right: “progress” doesn’t explain transitions from hunting and gathering to agriculture, but theory and models from behavioral ecology might. The “diet-breath” model could be especially useful, but Layton et al. confuse key terms and important implications. We review the distinction between search and handling costs, discuss the implications for resource domestication and population growth, and summarize pertinent work on gender and foraging strategies.

The diet-breath model (MacArthur and Pianka 1966, Emlen 1966, Charnov and Orians 1973) is one of the classics in foraging theory (Stephens and Krebs 1986). It deals with the decisions foragers make whenever they encounter something they might eat—whether to “handle” the item (i.e., pursue, capture, process, and consume it) or continue searching for something else. The decision that maximizes the mean rate of gain depends on which alternative is likely to give the higher return.

The difference between handling a resource and specializing in it (i.e., searching for and handling only that resource) can be very great. Layton et al. confuse this by talking about returns in “kilocalories per hour spent searching for and processing” resources [our emphasis] but listing only handling returns to illustrate these rates. For example, they cite Hawkes, Hill, and O’Connell (1982: table 3) as reporting a return rate of 65,000 kilocalories per hour for collared peccaries. This suggests that a hunter could meet >20 person-days of caloric requirements in 60 minutes’ work! If this were so, food acquisition would be a trivial matter. As our paper actually indicates, in both text and figure [p. 390], this is the rate to be earned after a herd of peccaries has been found. It does not count the considerable cost of search. Any forager who took only peccaries would spend much too much time looking for them that his average foraging returns would be <150 kilocalories per hour—less than he needed to survive.

The distinction between search and handling is directly relevant to predictions about changing resource abundances. Resources can be ranked by benefits gained from consumption relative to costs of handling. Foragers seeking to maximize their mean rate of gain should always stop searching to take high-ranked resources. The choice to take low-ranked resources depends on the chance of finding something higher-ranked. Countering intuitively, low-ranked resources will be included in the diet independent of their own abundance and entirely as a function of the encounter rate for higher-ranked prey. Low-ranked resources may be common, but foragers should exploit them only when they cannot expect a higher return from searching for and handling something better. If encounters with higher-ranked items are sufficiently frequent, foragers should ignore those of lower rank. Resources with handling return rates below the mean rate available for searching for and handling higher-ranked items should never be taken. If encounters with high-ranked prey decline in frequency, foragers will at some point do better by investing less in searching for them and more in handling lower-ranked resources.

Two implications follow: First, given the goal of re-

1 We thank Duncan Metcalfe for his good advice.
turn rate maximization, high-ranked resources should never drop out of the diet. Foragers will always do better to pursue them whenever encountered, no matter how rarely. Layton et al.’s prediction that as “a population of hunter-gatherers increases in density, high-ranking resources will be over-exploited, and the resulting shift to the exploitation of lower-ranking resources will allow higher-ranking ones to regenerate” (p. 256) cannot be derived from the diet-breadth model. Second, as more kinds of resources are added to the diet, search time declines, approaching the point at which all foraging time is devoted to handling. Thus, Layton et al.’s prediction of “increased mobility in search of food sources which yield a lower return” (p. 256) also does not flow from the model. In fact, it predicts just the reverse: smaller foraging radii associated with greater diet breadth (e.g., Cane 1989).

The link between diet breadth and proportion of foraging time devoted to search versus handling has implications for subsistence transitions, including plant and animal domestication. Where the optimal diet is relatively narrow and search represents a large part of foraging costs, increased search efficiency could have a large effect on overall efficiency, yet a similar increase in handling efficiency could not. Conversely, where diet is broad and handling represents the bulk of foraging effort, improvements in handling efficiency would have large effects. If seed selection, sowing, and cultivation lead to increased handling efficiency (say, by favoring stiffer rachises, larger seeds, and thinner seed costs), they will make a much larger difference in foraging return rates when most foraging time is spent in handling.

Animal domestication may be related to the same feature of foraging economics. Dogs may reduce search time. If so, their domestication and use will be especially attractive when search is the major cost of foraging. Cattle, sheep, goats, and camels may reduce the handling costs of very low-ranked plants that they turn into milk. These animals will thus become attractive targets for domestication as substitutes for vanishing game (cf. Foley 1982) but as processors where human diets are already very broad. Russell (1988) marshals several lines of evidence to suggest the probable importance of milk from the earliest stages of ungulate domestication.

Layton et al. argue two points about population growth: (1) that “hunter-gatherer populations have the potential to increase in size more rapidly than they apparently did in the Pleistocene” (p. 259) and (2) that greater use of low-ranked but relatively abundant resources toward the end of the Pleistocene promoted population growth (p. 260). Neither is consistent with the assumptions about fitness maximization they elsewhere adopt. The first is based on the assertion that modern hunter-gatherers, notably the !Kung, curtail population growth through long birth spacing. As Smith (CA 32:268–69) points out, Layton et al. do not cite Blurton Jones’s (1986, 1987a; Blurton Jones and Silby 1978) elegant demonstration that this practice maximizes rather than reduces the number of grandchildren! !Kung women leave behind (see also Hawkes and Charnov 1988). The second point is inconsistent with a key assumption of the diet-breadth model: all else being equal, foragers who maximize nutrient return rates enjoy greater reproductive success than those who do not. Increases in diet breadth result from reduced foraging return rates and so lead to declines in population growth rates.

Our discussion of handling economics and domestication permits us to carry this farther. Assuming capacities and tendencies to try alternative foraging strategies and to repeat and copy those which give higher rates of gain, foragers accept a broader diet because it allows a higher overall rate than could be earned by more search. In some times and places, foragers will maximize mean return rates by eliminating search entirely (e.g., Hillman 1989). Under these circumstances, innovations that increase handling efficiency will have their greatest effect. In fact, they will be the only way to achieve higher food-acquisition rates. If these acquisition rates are linked to reproductive success, population growth rates will respond accordingly. From this perspective, sharper growth should be associated not with broader diets but with subsequent increases in handling efficiency associated with practices which result in domestication. From this perspective, population growth rates probably decline with expanding diet breadth in the Mesolithic and then increase with improvements in handling efficiency in the Neolithic.

Layton et al. note that “high-ranking resources are . . . typically animal and low-ranking resources typically plant” (p. 256). It is also the case that men generally hunt and women gather. Gender clearly plays a role in human foraging strategies (Joichim 1988). If men take high-ranked resources and spend most of their time searching for prey, while women target low-ranked foods and spend more time processing, which of them is making the optimal choice? If diet breadth increased markedly at the end of the Pleistocene, was food acquisition mainly men’s work in earlier times? and if so, what did women do? Layton et al. avoid these issues by referring to the “average” forager, presumably of “average” sex. (Since we have occasionally been guilty of the same averaging [Hawkes, Hill and O’Connell 1982], this is a criticism of some of our own work as well.)

Gender differences have been investigated among the Ache, where quantitative behavioral observations show a clear falsification of the simple expectation that foragers will maximize their mean rate of energy gain (Hill et al. 1987). The diet-breadth model accurately predicts the range of resources exploited by the “average” Ache forager, but men and women pursue different foraging strategies. In general, women take resources which do not conflict with child care (Hurtado et al. 1985), while men pass up many plant foods which are in the “optimal set” while they hunt. Neither men nor women are maximizing their individual mean rates of energy gain.

The surprising observation that Ache men accept a mean rate of energy gain less than half that they could earn has prompted two lines of inquiry, one emphasizing the role of nutrients other than energy in determining
resource choice (Hill 1988, Kaplan, Hill, and Hurtado 1990), the other focusing on potential differences in men’s and women’s foraging goals [Hawkes 1990, 1991]. The latter is especially pertinent to the issues raised by Layton et al.

As indicated above, expectations about diet choice and foraging strategies rest on the assumed relationship between efficient food procurement and reproductive success. Men and women can enhance their reproductive success in different ways. This suggests a link between two common characteristics of human food acquisition: gender differences in foraging and the sharing of food among adults. Both occur among other primates (e.g., Galdikas and Teleki 1981, Boesch and Boesch 1989) but never approach the extremes commonly observed among humans. Among hunter-gatherers, meat is usually acquired by men and is generally shared more widely than vegetable food [Marshall 1961, Kaplan and Hill 1965]. Meat acquisition often requires substantial search time. Where search time is relatively great, there will be substantial variance in short-term mean return rates. If daily variance is high (Kaplan and Hill 1985, Hawkes, O’Connell, and Blurton Jones 1991), then widespread sharing of game may result. Though often interpreted as active distribution on the part of the hunter, this can also be read as “tolerated theft” by the recipients [Blurton Jones 1984, 1987b]. Either way, hunters can anticipate that their catches will be widely distributed. Their direct consumption gains (and those of their own families) will be only a fraction of any prey they acquire. At the same time, the interest and attention of potential consumers outside the hunter’s family may yield other, nonnutritional benefits, including mating opportunities.

Under these circumstances, foragers face another trade-off in addition to search versus handling, this one between the benefits of food they can expect to keep for themselves (and their families) and those that may result from the procurement of food likely to be eaten mostly by others. The fitness costs and benefits may be very different for men and women. Under some circumstances, some foragers, often women, may serve their fitness best by acquiring food that can be kept for themselves and their children. Others, often men, may have more to gain (and less to lose) if they procure resources which do not ensure a steady income but which draw attention from many. In the Ache case, not only do men hunt, thereby choosing resources that go most widely outside their nuclear families, but also they take more of the vegetable foods which are widely shared; women show the reverse preference [Hawkes 1991].

Attending explicitly to gains other than direct consumption, specifically sexual strategies and mating competition, has implications for predictions about population growth. If men gain favorable treatment from choosing “risky” but widely shared resources and if this treatment gives them a better chance at higher fitness than they could expect from taking resources that would go mostly to their wives and children, then provisioning families is a losing strategy. Instead, fitness-maximizing men should choose to “show off,” i.e., pursue the high-risk foraging option [Hawkes 1990, 1991]. Under some circumstances, this could result in lower fertility for women than they might have had with provisioning husbands. Where this is so, declines in the abundance of “risky” resources would reduce the frequency of hunters’ bonanzas and, by extension, limit the reasons for favorable treatment. As women gave fewer sexual favors to “showoffs,” fitness payoffs to provisioning men would increase. In this scenario, expanding diet breadth for men would increase the fertility of women [Hawkes 1990]. Layton et al.’s prediction about diet breadth and population growth could follow.

This argument may seem dangerously far from the safer ground of the diet-breadth model, but it serves to underline a central concern in behavioral ecology, namely, identifying the options open to individuals in any given situation and the fitness-related costs and benefits associated with each. The diet-breadth model assumes a choice between continuing to search and stopping to handle resources where the value of alternatives is measured in mean acquisition rates. Other trade-offs may be important as well.
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African Studies celebrates its 50th anniversary with a special number, a Festschrift for Philip and Iona Mayer. The journal (formerly Bantu Studies) is the main forum for publications on the social anthropology of Southern Africa, and this number, entitled Tradition and Transition in Southern Africa, presents a sample of current anthropological writings on the country. Several address Philip Mayer’s own particular interest in urbanisation and labour migration in Southern Africa, describing personal “narratives of resistance” produced by labourers in the gold mines, the relationship between male associations and migrant labour in the Transkei, adaptations to town life, including new forms of marriage relationship, and rural responses to migration, including Transkeian rituals and the apparent spread of “extramarital relations” in Lesotho. Philip Mayer described the divergent identities of “Red” and “School” Xhosa in the sixties, and in perhaps the most striking contribution to the present collection David Webster describes how, in a KwaZulu border community, men present themselves as “Zulu” while women sustain a “Thonga” identity. His recent murder, almost certainly by elements in the security forces, was a terrible loss to South African anthropology. The volume, edited by A. D. Spiegel and P. A. McAllister, also contains a fascinating fragment of joint autobiography from the Mayers. It may be ordered from the Witwatersrand University Press, 1 Jan Smuts Ave., Johannesburg 2001, South Africa.